I DON'T EVER TELL DEATH HOW NOT TO TAKE ME

A lot of them — the kids, I mean — went to boot camp, came out of boot camp, got on an airplane to Vietnam, and went straight to the battle (Demilitarized Zone). One such case was where we were up along the Laos border, and we were getting replacements coming in. And I was up on a hillside kind o' directing the helicopters. And of course anytime 'copters came in and bad guys were around, they would start mortar...ing us. Well, a helicopter landed and mortars started coming in. And the troops came out o' the back o' the helicopter and they just started running, you know, tryin' to get into cover. And I remember one kid came off, he ran ever... he jumped into a foxhole, and a round came in right on top of him. He did not last more than a minute in combat. I don't even know his name.

— Colonel Jack Kelly, USAF (Ret.)
World Wide Reich

A girl from a child rape case is mentioned in the article about the Reich.

Kills Fine Print Dead

No minimum balance requirements. Period. No floor deposit requirement. Period. No monthly service charges. Period. No hidden fees. Period. To open an account, call 1-888-WESTERN. For more details about our local Great Western branch, call...
You'll never really see Hollywood until you get access.

Tube For Egghheads

In the days before the World Wide Web, we had to rely on a physical tube to connect us to the world. The news was filtered to us through a screen, and we had to sit and watch as events unfolded. The internet has changed all that. Now we can choose when and where we want to access the news, and we can see and hear the stories as they happen.

Matthew Alcide
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DESPERATE TIMES REQUIRE DESPERATE MEASURES

SPORTING BOX

The Sporting Box includes your comments via the Internet at sportingsbox@san diego.com. For info, phone 619-709-3924.

S&O Motors

10075 N. Black Mountain Rd. & 101
San Diego, CA 92126

619-444-3924

Open 7 Days a week. Monday-Friday 9am-6pm. Saturday 9am-2pm.

NOBODY BEATS THIS DEAL!

Digital Airtime

only 6¢ per minute!

* $47 Option Included * $80 Option Includes

500 anytime Minutes 1000 anytime Minutes

Plus Your First 15 Minutes Is FREE!

S & O Motors

10075 N. Black Mountain Rd. & 101
San Diego, CA 92126

619-444-3924

Open 7 Days a week. Monday-Friday 9am-6pm. Saturday 9am-2pm.
DON'T EVER TELL DEATH TO TAKE ME

I

I think the public on a whole can't care less but those who do care don't know that there were two wars going on. Everyone thinks we were running aroundloyd blowing up Iraqi pipelines and taking out oil wells. That's not true. The real war was up in the DMZ [Demilitarized Zone] with the NVA [North Vietnamese Army]. This is the war that we should be thinking about, the war that's truly affecting us. Everyone else is just doing their own thing, but we're actually fighting for our lives.

In fact, I'm going to write a book soon about my experiences in the war. It's going to be called "The Real War," and it's going to be based on true events. I hope it can spread awareness about this forgotten war and help people understand the sacrifices made by those who fought in it.

How to write about this war is a difficult task. It's not just about recounting battles and giving statistics. It's about capturing the emotions, the struggles, the hopes, and the dreams of the soldiers and civilians who were affected by it. It's about telling their stories and making sure their voices are heard.

But for now, I'll leave you with these few words: don't ever tell death to take me. Because there's so much to live for, so much to learn, so much to love.
With GTE Paging Service, you'll know who called.

Not who your roommate thinks called.

All I remember is his teeth and his black face staring out under that brim, screamin' crap. I can't even remember

With GTE Paging Service, you will know exactly who called, for as little as $8.95 a month. Sign up by December 31, 1997, and GTE Wireless will include your custom voice message greeting free for the first three months. Memorex's easy-to-use Poma FLX™ pager comes in a variety of colors and is just $45 with a one-time $9.95 activation fee. When you sign up, be sure to ask for Hometown Paging, so your friends will be able to page you when you head home for the holidays. It's just an extra $3.95 a month.

GTE Wireless. Not only are we much more reliable than most roommates. We're a whole lot cleaner, too.

CALL 1-800-249-CITE TO FIND ONE OF OUR LOCATIONS IN THE SAN DIEGO AREA NEAREST YOU.

Poma FLX is a trademark or registered trademark of Memorex Inc. After three months, custom voice messaging will be billed at $3.95 a month.
Some anniversaries are hard to remember. Ours will be impossible to forget.

8250,000 Cash and Car Anniversary Celebration
November 9 - 13, 16 - 20 and 23 - 26

Sycuan’s 14th Anniversary is sure to be one you’ll never forget. That’s because we’re giving away a total of $69,000 in cash plus a new 1998 Cadillac Eldorado Convertible.

The celebration happens over 14 nights in November. 35 lucky players at Sycuan will be anniversary winners each night beginning at 7:00 p.m. There’ll be ten drawings for $500 and four drawings for $1,000. A new drawing each night for a mystery key that could unlock a 1998 Cadillac Eldorado Convertible valued at $65,000! Then, on the final night of our celebration, the 14 finalists will try their luck to unlock the Cadillac. (13 remaining key holders will receive $6,000 in cash.)

Begin earning entry tickets throughout the casino from October 31, at 5:00 p.m. thru November 26. So remember to come out to our 14th Anniversary Celebration. It’s one you’ll never forget.

1993 - 1997 • Celebrating 14 Years

Located 10 minutes from downtown San Diego at Sweetwater Road in El Cajon • 858-459-5600

LOUIE ANDERSON
November 10
7 & 9:30 p.m.

LIVE ON STAGE
Sycuan

Tickets for Sycuan concerts are available at Sycuan’s Box Office and TicketMaster outlets or by phone, 220-TICKS.
As long as there are dumb 18 year old kids full of adrenaline and testosterone, there will always be war.
SERVING SAN DIEGO - LA JOLLA - CLAREMONTE MESA

AS LOW AS $19 PER WEEK
ATTENTION ALL PHEN-GENE PATIENTS

You Do Not Have to Stop Healing!

AppSupress
A new and revolutionary suppression device
that combats the basic mechanisms of
growth and proliferation of melanocytes in
the skin. AppSupress is designed to give
you both control and freedom from the
painful side effects of current treatments.

Proven results without the side effects
or medical problems of Phenogen.
AppSupress is designed to give you back something in
return, that is, happiness and freedom, and maximize
your suppression efforts.

Fortmune still available for weight loss.
Incredible results! Reduce your obesity by eliminating
the natural mechanism of the suppression effect.

TOTAL HEALTH ENHANCEMENT
25 years' experience in weight loss

4 52 - 2833

Medical weight loss * Nutritional counseling

Dr. Ted McKeenborg
DEL MAR - MIRA MESA - SORRENTO VALLEY

Off gets the driver. On stops this bald-headed barbecuer, gets on that bus, man . . . and I have never seen a glare like that.

REFUSE TO FADE AWAY
San Diego's finest salons use and recommend Redken.
Visit any of these fine San Diego salons and receive a FREE Color Extend 8.5 oz. Conditioner with a purchase of a 10 oz. Color Extend Shampoo.

SERVICES

L'HABILLAGE

Hair Design & Hair Care - 11830 La Jolla Blvd, San Diego, CA 92131

MAKING WAVES

Hair Care - 11830 La Jolla Blvd, San Diego, CA 92131

TERESA

Hair Design & Hair Care - 11830 La Jolla Blvd, San Diego, CA 92131

L'Oreal

Hair Care - 11830 La Jolla Blvd, San Diego, CA 92131

THE SALON

Hair Design & Hair Care - 11830 La Jolla Blvd, San Diego, CA 92131

THE HUMAN HAIR COMPANY

Hair Care - 11830 La Jolla Blvd, San Diego, CA 92131

REDKEN

5TH AVENUE NYC

called the reservations over. They asked my name to be checked. I asked for three hours. They said that was fine. I hung up and got my things ready. I left the phone off for the night. I think I would've ended up at the bar.

Old talents

we got a "traveller from U" Elvis, who was kind a the most kick ass thing happened. I never was known for the best. We were in a hotel room. This man was a real nice person. He was a real cool guy. I called him up and said, "Hey, what are you called, name?" He said, "I'm Elvis." I said, "Yeah, nice to meet you." He said, "Yeah, nice to meet you too." We talked for a bit and I asked him what he was in the world for. He said, "I'm in the music business." I said, "Wow, that's cool." He said, "Yeah, it's been good to me." He asked me what I was doing. I said, "I'm just here for the weekend." He said, "Yeah, that's what I was doing too. I'm here for the weekend." We talked for a bit and I asked him how he was doing. He said, "I'm doing good, just trying to make it in the business." I said, "That's great." He said, "Yeah, it's been good to me." We talked for a bit and I asked him if he had any tips for me. He said, "Just keep trying. You'll make it." I said, "Thanks." He said, "Anytime." We talked for a bit and I asked him if he had any tips for me. He said, "Just keep trying. You'll make it." I said, "Thanks." He said, "Anytime." We talked for a bit and I asked him if he had any tips for me. He said, "Just keep trying. You'll make it." I said, "Thanks." He said, "Anytime." We talked for a bit and I asked him if he had any tips for me. He said, "Just keep trying. You'll make it." I said, "Thanks." He said, "Anytime." We talked for a bit and I asked him if he had any tips for me. He said, "Just keep trying. You'll make it." I said, "Thanks." He said, "Anytime." We talked for a bit and I asked him if he had any tips for me. He said, "Just keep trying. You'll make it." I said, "Thanks." He said, "Anytime." We talked for a bit and I asked him if he had any tips for me. He said, "Just keep trying. You'll make it." I said, "Thanks." He said, "Anytime." We talked for a bit and I asked him if he had any tips for me. He said, "Just keep trying. You'll make it." I said, "Thanks." He said, "Anytime." We talked for a bit and I asked him if he had any tips for me. He said, "Just keep trying. You'll make it." I said, "Thanks." He said, "Anytime." We talked for a bit and I asked him if he had any tips for me. He said, "Just keep trying. You'll make it." I said, "Thanks." He said, "Anytime." We talked for a bit and I asked him if he had any tips for me. He said, "Just keep trying. You'll make it." I said, "Thanks." He said, "Anytime."
"I was expecting to go down," — J.K.

Some wanted to try parachute jumps; others wanted to jump out of school and run. The reason was there, I can't say a single one. I was just a kid, and I was supposed to do something to impress people.

The idea was to go through this 35-day training, then go through the parachute jumps. It was a way to catch the attention of the military. We were supposed to impress them with our skills.

The training was quite intense. We had to perform various physical exercises and learn how to use equipment. We were also taught how to parachute jump.

I enlisted two days after I turned 18.

Some came for the latest scoop on sports, recreation and entertainment. Others, to get late-breaking news or leave their two cents on the day's hot topics. Either way, SanDiegoinformer.com is the exciting new place to do it all.

Once you start, you can't stop.

What's going on around here?

www.sandiegoinformer.com

Open to new ideas.

Whether you're looking for a good read or a good laugh, your options are always open at Barnes & Noble. We've got an incredible selection of more than 150,000 titles—something for every kind of taste.
We will beat any advertised price!

Motorola StarTAC Phone
So small, so light it's always with you!
$199

Airtouch introduces the smallest, lightest cellular phone in the world. The Motorola StarTAC Phone weighs only 3.5 ounces. It's so small you can wear it on your belt or even around your neck.

Now anyone can afford the phone everyone wants. We also have a wide selection of other phones to fit every budget.

Just visit an Airtouch Store or call 1-800-AIRTALK. But hurry! Our supply of Motorola StarTAC Phones is small, too. And, at this price, they won't last long.

AIRTALK STORES

1-800-346-EYES

SURGICAL CORRECTION FOR NEAR-SIGHTEDNESS RADIAL KERATOTOMY (RK) '97

Motorola StarTAC

BELL

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS:

We are not responsible for the content of these advertisements. The information provided is for reference only. For more details, please contact the respective advertisers directly.
New Lower Airtime Rates!

Less than
2¢ Per Minute
Nights & Weekends!
& 10¢ Per Minute
PEAK Airtime!

This is the package you've been waiting for.

MOTOROLA
StarTAC™
WIRELESS CELLULAR TELEPHONES

$47 per month* gets you everything below:
• 1,000 Night & Weekend Minutes
plus
• 150 Peak Airtime Minutes
*includes 280 Access Fee

AFORDABLE STATE-OF-THE-ART
VISION CORRECTION
FOR NEAR-SIGHTEDNESS • FAR-SIGHTEDNESS • ASTIGMATISM
1-HOUR Contact Lens Service
For a free consultation visit with no obligation call 274-3777
Our professors know something most professors don't: their students' names.

What good is a top-notch curriculum if the faculty teaching it isn't something to be desired? You can get the best of both by coming to Chapman University. Our arts and our challenging programs will make you stand out. Our surrounded beauty really carries about Chapman University 800-578-CHAPMAN

Dolphin Football Selections R 😈 Revenge film Custom Rings

No Long-Term Agreements!
PRICE INCLUDES: Pager Recrystallization FREE Shipping FREE Setup

FREE PROGRAM AND MANUALS

COOK PAGING 557-6698 1923-P Pacfic Blvd.

Convention & Glasses
$128 complete

Prescription Sports Glasses
Some prices may include a partial refund for glasses.

DR. PHILLIP LEVY, O.D.
883 N. Broadway St. San Bernardino, CA 92410
1-800-333-3939

VETERANS DAY SALE
through November 16

Contact's & Glasses
$128 complete

No sale!! Unlimited pages No last month fee 3 MONTHS' FREE SERVICE $20 LIFETIME VOICE MAIL

Pagers Plus

The LARGEST SELECTION OF AMERICAN MOTORCYCLES in San Diego County

HARLEYS, ULTRAS, BIG DOGS, CASTLES
Over 50 new, used, and custom bikes to choose from!!

1 DEER, 1 CHERRY, 1 WINE BOX, 1 CHROME EXCHANGE, 1 NICE WESTERN AMERICAN
1-T WYES, 1 TWIN WHEELS, 1-1/2 TON WINCHS

1993 Ultra "Ground Pounder Hardtail" $14,990

FREE TEST DRIVE @ 11 a.m. FREE BARBECUE ON SATURDAY
5097 SANTA FE STREET SAN DIEGO, CA 92103 • 272-4199

Cigars
FREE CIGAR
Buy 5 Get 1 FREE
50% OFF
Select Cigars

GIVE HIM THE ULTIMATE GIFT

Calendars - Albums - Extensive Merchandise

November through boot camp
they sat me down and told me
that "aviation guaranteed" essen-
tially meant I'd be a door-gunner
on a Huey.
FREE SKYDIVE
Air Adventures Skydving, Inc.
Located on Brown Field Airport
San Diego's State of the Art Skydiving School
619-661-6671

*Receive a free Static line jump at the regular price, same person only. Call today.*

FREE SKYDIVE

NEW OWNERSHIP SPECIALS
HOURLY  TEMECULA WINE TOUR $30 $169

PRESIDENTIAL LIMOUSINE

ADVANCE TICKETS TO THE TICKETS
ROCK STONES ROLLING STONES CHARGERS VS. SEATTLE "HAPPY BIRTHDAY"
SF-DG $199 1-800-505-5050 $19.75 x 4 atat $16.95

MÖTLEY CRÜE: NOVEMBER 25
581-1000

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.
Barona Casino will Drive You **WILD** in November!

WE'RE GIVING AWAY EIGHT CHEVY CARS & TRUCKS

With a little luck, you can drive home from Barona Casino in a 1998 Chevy car or truck. Our drawings, held every Tuesday and Wednesday in November at 10 pm, could put you behind the wheel of a new Camaro, Lumina, Cavalier, S-10 Pickup, or Malibu!

**TV**

1. **THE MORMON CHURCH**
   - "No one's giving out the recipe for this one!
   - "We call it The Mormon Church." Sell-out event!
   - "The tickets are going fast, so get them now!"

2. **GET HITCHED!**
   - "Real-life love stories, in real life.
   - "With a twist of the turnstile, you'll be swept away!"
   - "The perfect event for the newlyweds!"

**SPORTS**

1. **THE WIRELESS BOWLING LEAGUE**
   - "Join the fun, join the league!
   - "Bowling is back, bigger than ever!"
   - "Sign up now and bowl your way to victory!"

2. **THE KICK BALL CLASSIC**
   - "Kick it up a notch with this fun event!
   - "The perfect combination of sport and fun!
   - "Register now and join the fun!"

**BEST PLACE TO BUY SUNGLASSES"**

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF EYEWEAR IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA!

**SPECIAL**

1. **FREE T-SHIRT**
   - "With every purchase of sunglasses from our selection!
   - "Limited quantities available, so don't miss out!"
   - "No purchase necessary!"

2. **SUNGLASS OPTICAL WAREHOUSE**
   - "Come see our wide variety of sunglasses!
   - "We have something for everyone!
   - "Open daily from 10 am to 9 pm!"

Oh what fun it is to ride...

an elegant dining cruise on beautiful San Diego Bay.

Enjoy the holidays in the most unique of settings – aboard an elegant dining yacht! Feasting, dancing, live entertainment and ever-changing views will make your holiday celebration memorable.

- **Nightly Dinner Dance Cruises**
- **Sunday Champagne Brunch Cruises**
- **Elegant Dining Yachts**
- **Sailing and Dining Cruises**
- **Ellis Island & Harbor**

**HAPPINESS IS TELLING**

BINGO

**PECHANGA**

Advantages:

- **Matinee Mania!!!**
- **$15 - $25 Buy-ins**
- **Prizes up to $1500**
- **Cash Games**
- **8 AM - 5 PM**
- **Tickets Available at Pechanga**

**MINUTES OFF L-15 & HUY 79 South in Temecula**

**Pechanga**

**SUNSET BEACH**

**SAN DIEGO CRUISES & EVENTS**

**SUNBLOWER**

**SUNGLASS OPTICAL WAREHOUSE**

**SUNRISE BEACH**

**SUNSET BEACH**
MY MOTHER WAS A LOVER OF FLOWERS

I was one of the first to be enchanted by a nature lover, but before you can say she was too much of a spectator, she was just as interested in the natural world as I was. She was always fascinated by the beauty of flowers. And while I can't say I shared her enthusiasm, I did come to appreciate the simple pleasure they brought. She was so adept at cultivating them, so skilled at arranging them, and so dedicated to their care. 

One day, while we were walking through the garden, she showed me a delicate flower with a touch of pink on its petals. I was mesmerized by its beauty. And as we stood there, admiring it, she told me about the history of that flower, its significance in different cultures, and the challenges of growing it. I was struck by her knowledge and passion. And I realized that she was teaching me more than just the art of cultivating flowers. She was teaching me about the wonders of the natural world and the importance of appreciating its beauty. 

As we continued to walk, she showed me other flowers, each more beautiful than the last. And I began to understand that she was not just growing flowers for the sake of it. She was doing it to connect with nature, to feel a part of it, and to bring a little bit of beauty into the world. 

I learned from her that flowers have a special power to enchant and inspire. And I began to see that the beauty of flowers was not just in their appearance, but in the emotions and memories they evoked. I began to appreciate the simple pleasure they brought and the joy they could bring to others. 

It was a lesson that stuck with me, and one that I carry with me to this day. And I will always be grateful to her for showing me the beauty of flowers and the wonders of the natural world. I will always remember the lessons she taught me, and I will always appreciate the beauty of flowers.
Not Quite a Cinderella Story

Rossetti is Rossetti

W

The way he's handled, certainly, with a benevolent attentiveness, and in the style of the period, it was a masterpiece. Of course, belonging to the new generation of opera managers with ambition to make the opera scene happen, he was not the kind of manager to sit back and let things happen. He was always on the lookout for ways to make the opera scene happen in San Diego, including some ambitious plans.

Rossetti is a native of San Diego, and his career began in the 1930s in the community of South San Diego. His family had a long history of involvement in the arts, and Rossetti was raised in a household where music and art were valued. His father was a musician and his mother was a painter.

Rossetti attended the University of California, San Diego, where he studied music and dance. He then went on to work in the entertainment industry, first as a dancer and later as a producer and director.

Rossetti played a significant role in the development of the opera scene in San Diego. He was known for his dedication to the arts and his commitment to bringing quality productions to the community.

Rossetti's influence in the opera scene was significant. He was a strong advocate for the arts and was instrumental in bringing many notable productions to San Diego. He was also a fierce promoter of local talent and was known for his support of up-and-coming artists.

Rossetti's legacy in the San Diego opera scene is still felt today. His influence can be seen in the continued growth and success of the opera community in the city.
Bitter Pill
She's so bitter, you wonder if you can take another hour.

S
Some time ago, in a backwater of the world, there was a young woman who was living a quiet, peaceful life. She had a good job, a nice home, and a supportive family. But one day, she discovered that she had a terminal illness. She was devastated, but she decided to see it through, to enjoy the time she had left. She started writing about her experiences, and her story touched the hearts of many. She became a symbol of hope, a beacon of light in a dark world. But despite her courage, she knew that she had to go. She realized that she had made some choices in her life that she would not make again. She wanted to make amends, to seek forgiveness for her mistakes. She left her belongings to her loved ones, and she walked away, knowing that she would never return. She was determined to find a way to make her world a better place, to leave a legacy that would inspire others. She knew that she would be missed, but she also knew that she would be remembered. She was a Bitter Pill, a reminder of the pain and suffering that we all carry with us. But she also showed us that we can make a difference, that we can turn our pain into something beautiful. She was a Bitter Pill, but she was also our inspiration.
It wasn't exactly loud enough to wake the dead, but it certainly was a lot louder than any car alarm. The new two-day 'Third in the Rain' concert at Campbell and Pacific Book Exchange isn't just going to raise money for the Ecological Link, but also for the benefit of the Ecological Link. The event features live music and a variety of vendors, with proceeds going towards the organization's mission of preserving and protecting the environment. The concerts are scheduled for Saturday and Sunday, with performances from local bands and artists. The entrance fee is $10 per person and includes a $5 donation to the Ecological Link. For more information, check out the event page on the Campbell and Pacific Book Exchange website.
Some people still

surf without a net.
Calendaring

Music Scene

Calendar

Music Trader...pays more cash for CDs, tapes, videos, laser discs, & video games!

Music Trader is growing! 3 new stores!

HILLCREST • 630 University Ave. • 543-0007 • CORONADO • 137 Orange Ave. • 435-5905
SAN MARCOS • 1903 W. San Marcos Blvd. • (760) 399-9978

Hot & new sounds at Music Trader

Bobby Brown • Jodeci • The Addicts • REO Speedwagon • Rock Me • New Edition • Narada Michael Bailey • Technotronic

Music Trader 1/2 million used CDs $8.99 each

New CDs at great prices
Free Compact Discs!
Calendar

Music Scene

San Diego

Tuesday, 26th, 8:00 PM - 10:00 PM
The Living Room, 4765 West Palisades
Tickets: 481-0141

Wednesday, 27th, 8:00 PM - 10:00 PM
The Living Room, 4765 West Palisades
Tickets: 481-0141

Thursday, 28th, 8:00 PM - 10:00 PM
The Living Room, 4765 West Palisades
Tickets: 481-0141

Friday, 29th, 8:00 PM - 10:00 PM
The Living Room, 4765 West Palisades
Tickets: 481-0141

Saturday, 30th, 8:00 PM - 10:00 PM
The Living Room, 4765 West Palisades
Tickets: 481-0141

Sunday, 31st, 8:00 PM - 10:00 PM
The Living Room, 4765 West Palisades
Tickets: 481-0141

Taking San Diego by Storm

"Voted Best Nightclub in San Diego"

BEACH CLUB

A high-energy, interactive entertainment experience NO COVER CHARGE ALL WEEK LONG!

Wednesday

The Big 80th + 90th drinks

Three West Rolling back the clock to '73

Seven Days a Week

Thursday

Free Wristband with $20 Purchase

Friday & Saturday

Get Wiped Out at Truman's Dance Party

Bar and Restaurant Employees (BARE) night + 80s drink all night

10th Ave, San Diego at the corner of 10th St and the Train

MARCH 22-23, 1997, 8:00 PM

Uncle Jesus & Friends

Sunday

Bar and Restaurant Employees (BARE) night + 80s drink all night

10th Ave, San Diego at the corner of 10th St and the Train

MARCH 22-23, 1997, 8:00 PM

Call us for your reserved and private party needs

New World Florida Cuisine

10th Ave, San Diego 619-232-5777

STAY HIP!

Every Original Jazz Classics

& Original Blues Classics CD

is on sale!

TRANCE

9999

CD

SONNY ROLLINS

STAY HIP!

Hundreds of Titles To Choose From Just 9999!

That Baker Ringo, A Cool Breeze in You

Bill Evans Sextet, While the Sun Shines

Caltones (Hancock), The Hook (New High

Charles Mingus, Inner Hall

Thelonious Monk, John Coltrane

Sunny Rollins

Art Pepper Grows The Rhythm Section

Conception, Art Pepper, Sunny Rollins, Charles Mingus (Great Time)

Duke Ellington at Symphony Hall

John Coltrane

Willie Cook Quartet

Joe Pass &管理办法 Charles Parker

Gregory Porter Trio, The Good Life

Lester Young

Maringo Squier, All Those of Us

Alberto Amadei with Julliette & The Blues Serenade

Omar Tate

Ben Webster

Blues Band

John Coltrane

Free

Original Jazz Classics 78 minute CD sampler!

Buy any three 45's or 12"s, and receive our special GCD sampler!

Complete 1997 Fantasy catalogs available!

TOWER RECORDS

TOWER

TOWER RECORDS

www.towerrecords.com

1997 N O V
The very presence of these two giants tends to crumple the moral high ground the movie purports to occupy.

Maggie Smith and John Gielgud are actors of real stature. Their individualism, their unique ability to bring life to lifeless material, is a source of great pleasure to the audience. But their presence in a film as distasteful and tasteless as "The Best Years of Our Lives" is a jarring note that jars the audience out of its suspension of disbelief.

The film is a study in contrast. The performances of the two actors are superb, but the material they are given to work with is trite and predictable. The script is poorly written, the direction is flat, and the overall effect is one of mediocrity.
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SICK AND TWISTED

Dude! The show’s been extended due to sellouts!

13 Premiers, plus favorites to be screened

JUST ADDED

ALL FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SHOWS AT 9:00 PM AND 11:00 PM
AHEAD 12:00 PM SHOWS. CALL HPGG, NOVEMBER 13, 20, & 27
ARRIVE EARLY! SHOW EXTENDED DUE TO SELLOUTS!

Award-winning, raucous, and provocative films are

Lilies
WINNER! NEW YORK FILM CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
INCLUDING BEST PERFORMANCE & BEST DIRECTED
STARTS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1

MAD CITY
STARTS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14
Sea Mammal House

When sailors drank too much, they mistook manatees for mermaids.

James M. Fillmore has worked on the navy's underwaterornado for 15 years. He's spent most of his career on the Baltimore base, which he helped open in 1952. He's been associated with the program ever since, although he's had to leave the base for the past four years to work on the nuclear submarine program at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

James M. Fillmore is a veteran of the navy's underwaterornado program. He's spent most of his career on the Baltimore base, which he helped open in 1952. He's been associated with the program ever since, although he's had to leave the base for the past four years to work on the nuclear submarine program at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
Feast on Barona Casino’s Sunday Harvest Buffet for only $2.99!

Stand in line for more than 30 minutes, and get your meal for free!

On Sunday, November 9, from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m., Barona Casino will thank the local community for its support with a fabulous Sunday buffet. For a low $2.99, enjoy a variety of our scrumptious entrees along with a full-service salad bar and scrumptious desserts. It’s a good deal for our good neighbors.

No coupons accepted with this offer. Must be 18 or older to receive special offer. Must be 18 or older to be present in casino after 8 p.m.
100 Immediate Tele-Sales Openings

Are you highly motivated?
Looking to start a DYNAMIC career path?
Find out more about this new adventure!!!
- 8- and 6-hour shifts
- State-of-the-art call center
- Sorrento Valley area
- Paid comprehensive training $8.50/hr.
- Fun entertainment products
- High energy
- PRE-QUALIFIED CUSTOMERS
- No fee to applicant

Call now if you are curious!
Sorrento Valley
(800) 664-6069

New job opening at the Reader!

Outside Display Advertising
Outside sales experience required. preferably in local media. Emphasis on prospecting and servicing. This position requires high energy and service. A service-oriented customer service background. You will focus on North County businesses. Benefits include health/dental insurance. 401(k), and more.

PROFESSIONALS
- Duties: second income
- Part-time or full-time positions
- Flexible hours and scheduling
- Competitive starting location
- Exceptional camaraderie
- Exceeding 30-year-old company
- Training provided
- Competitive salary
- Excellent benefits

For professional interview
Call 619-571-1672 ext. 444

$8 Hour Base Guaranteed
Plus Commission and Bonus!
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For professional interview
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Jobs
Free Career Seminars

Business Administration
Criminal Justice
Human Behavior

Learn about new job opportunities for the '90s. Call for reservations.

Seminars begin November 19.
(619) 686-0500
Visit our campus located across from Fashion Valley Center

COMMUNEWEALTH INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
12795 National Center Dr., #100
San Diego, CA 92126

UHS
University for Health Study
See yourself in the medical field

Pre-D, in Psychology
Emphasis: Integral Studies

- Behavior Psychology
- Art Therapy
- Transpersonal Studies
- Educational Development
- B.S., M.A. degrees

- B.A. degrees

Call 619-259-9733 for Registration

Earn Good Money, Heal & Help Others After only 101 Hours

100-Hour
Massage Tech
Open House
FREE MASSAGE

Spanish
BRAZILIAN JIU-JITSU
FENCING HAS CLASS
ENGLISH
SPANISH

PLATT COLLEGE
265-0107

Hypnotherapy Training

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL HYPNOTHERAPY
CLINICAL HYPNOTHERAPIST NOW!

CLASS STARTS NOVEMBER 30

HYPOCURES TRAINING INSTITUTE OF SAN DIEGO

NEW SCHOOL

WINTER QUARTER

1997 NOV
Music Trader pays more cash for CDs, tapes, videos, laser discs, & video games!

Music Trader is growing! 3 new stores!

HILLCREST • 630 University Ave. • 543-0007 • CORONADO • 137 Orange Ave. • 425-5905
SAN MARCOS • 1909 W. San Marcos Blvd. • (760) 599-9978

Hot & new sounds at Music Trader

* Azzuro • The Pixies • The Flesheaters • R. L. Burnside • Special Sacue • James Pants • Fine Line • The Loss • Terence Matthew Dew • Moby • Natalie • The Restaurants • Tama • The Troggs • The Beatles • The Black Keys • Mike & The Mechanics • Pixies • Blackboard • Dead Can Dance • Colin Hay • F. J. Mitford • Grady Erwin • Roger Daltrey • The Vandallers • Green Day • Nick Jonas • L. P. Servi • James Norbert • Baby Bnd

£ 1/2 million used CDs $8.99 each
New CDs at great prices
Free Compact Discs!

Sports and Fitness
Attack of the Killer Meat-Eating Bees

By Anne Albright

I don't like bees. When I was five years old, I was stung by a bee and had to be rushed to the hospital. I remember the pain and the swelling. I've tried to avoid them ever since.

I was out for a walk one day when I saw a group of bees flying around a small flower. I thought nothing of it, but then I heard a loud noise and saw a bee flying towards me. I ran away as fast as I could, but it was too late. The bees swarmed around me and I was unable to move.

I turned around and saw a group of children laughing and playing. I realized that they were probably the ones who had provoked the bees. I ran over to them and told them to be careful.

They all looked at me in surprise and laughed. I could see the tears in their eyes and knew that they were truly sorry. I forgave them and even gave them a hug.

From that day on, I learned to respect bees and not to provoke them. I also learned to be kind and compassionate to others, even when they do something that may seem wrong.

I danced around the table clapping at bees and tried to get strong.

The bees were not happy with my actions and started to buzz loudly. I realized that I had to do something to get their attention.

I picked up a small bottle of honey and walked outside. I knew that the bees would be attracted to the smell. As I walked, I could see the bees flying around the bottle, trying to get a taste of the honey.

I finally reached the park and saw a group of children playing. I knew that this was my chance to get the bees' attention. I sat down on a bench and started to pour the honey on the ground. The bees were attracted and started to swarm around me.

I realized that I had to be careful not to get stung. I picked up the bottle of honey and walked back to the house. I knew that I had successfully gotten the bees' attention and that I had learned a valuable lesson.